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In recent years, Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) is becoming the new Gold Standard in HLA genotyping 
due to its ability to provide high resolution typing results, with almost no ambiguity and, as a result, no 
reflexive testing. Although the biggest advantage of NGS-based methodologies is the accurate and high 
resolution results, one of the challenges is the handling of these results in a clinical laboratory. In order to 
accommodate these needs, companies that develop Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS) have 
evolved their software to result NGS-based HLA typing. Our aim was to evaluate the interoperability 
framework and bioinformatic data exchange capabilities of a LIMS and a NGS platform, within our 
histocompatibility and immunogenetics laboratory.	
 	

Introduction 

HLA laboratories perform validation when deploying new technologies, protocols, analysis software and 
platforms. Our lab extended the validation framework of NGS high resolution HLA typing to include data 
exchange and interoperability requirements between the NGS analysis software and LIMS where typing 
results are centralized and finalized for clinical reporting. 	
We collaborated with HLA Data Systems, LLC (mTilda LIMS) and Omixon (Holotype HLA) to architect and 
demonstrate an end-to-end bioinformatic data pipeline whereby high resolution HLA typing orders and 
sample organization are initiated within the mTilda LIMS while samples are amplified and libraries are 
prepared using the Holotype HLA assay. The libraries are sequenced on our Miseq and the data is 
automatically analyzed and interpreted in HLA Twin (Omixon’s analysis software). Subsequently, the data is 
imported into the mTilda LIMS where they are associated with the patient and staged for clinical reporting.	
	
 	

Study Design 

Holotype HLA is an optimized, pre-configured assay and software combination product that provides 
comprehensive gene characterization of multiple HLA loci for sequencing on the Illumina MiSeq. The assay 
provides a streamlined, high-throughput, fully automatable protocol that is designed specifically for clinical 
lab implementation (Fig. 1). The software, HLA Twin, uses two independent algorithms and 23 informative 
Quality Control metrics for confident allelic determination. 	
The Holotype HLA v3 24/11 kit configuration was used in our laboratory by two of our senior technologists as 
part of this study. A total of 24 patient samples with known typing were tested in two runs of 12 samples 
performed by each technologist. Each sample was amplified for 11 loci (HLA-A, B, C, DRB1, DRB3, DRB4, 
DRB5, DPA1, DPB1, DQA1 and DQB1). To experience the flexibility of the protocol, size selection was 
performed by two different methods; the AMPure XP magnetic beads and the Pippin Prep Instrument by Sage 
Science. The libraries were combined and sequenced together on an Illumina MiSeq DX instrument  
using the 2 x 150 bp chemistry.	

Holotype HLA 

§  The vast amount of information and data in a clinical laboratory require highly specialized and secure data 
management systems. 	

§  With NGS technologies, such as Holotype HLA, being used in HLA laboratories, achieving high resolution 
HLA genotyping results (4th field typing) with almost no ambiguity, is possible. Although 4th field results can 
be reliably achieved, laboratories usually report 2nd field results to clinicians. 	

§  Due to the amount of data and the reporting complexities, one of the most important factors in selecting a 
LIMS is the efficiency of interfacing the NGS analysis software (HLA Twin) with the LIMS of the laboratory. It 
guarantees a streamlined workflow of accurate data transfer and eliminate the risk of user mistakes. 	

§  HLA Twin’s export functions include a JSON file format with all the user-reviewed and assigned HLA 
alleles, as well as the required information and quality metrics that labs typically desire to maintain long term. 	

§  Similarly, the NGS interface module of mTilda is configured to import and appropriately store all of the 
aforementioned information. It has the capability to successfully archive file imports and associate the JSON 
file to the test record within the LIMS test management user interface for source file reference purposes and 
data validation. This provides an ultimate solution of maintaining all patient and test data in an efficient and 
secure manner. 	

§  Holotype HLA and mTilda work together facilitating challenging aspects of the evolving technologies, i.e. 
NGS, and its data management.	

Summary 

FIGURE 3: Result review and allele assignment in HLA Twin 

FIGURE 6: mTilda LIMS Workflow 

FIGURE 5: mTilda User Interface Import Options 

FIGURE 1: Study design diagramm 
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FIGURE 2: Holotype HLA workflow 

The sequencing output files were analyzed using the HLA Twin Software v3.1.1 and IMGT v3.32. Once the 
HLA typing were reviewed and assigned in HLA Twin (Fig. 2), they were exported in a structured results data 
format (JSON file format) to a static network drive path (Fig. 3). 	
The mTilda NGS import routine was configured to consume JSON data from the specified directory in order to 
import and parse the sample typing per locus and allele pair, P/G group classification, IMGT allele DB version 
and quality metrics.	

HLA Twin Result Analysis and Exporting 
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FIGURE 4: Data export and File Structure in HLA Twin 

JSON	Export	Wizard	in	HLA	Twin	 JSON	file	format	

mTilda is a Windows based LIS designed specifically for histocompatibility and immunogenetics clinical 
laboratories (Fig. 4). It has successfully been implemented and used for several years in process-intensive 
laboratories worldwide, managing a large amount of data and patient information. The introduction of NGS 
presented a new challenge for laboratories in terms of organizing, mining, and presenting the overwhelming 
amount of data generated by this technology. The mTilda LIS was deployed on premise and configured to 
perform high-resolution typing order processing, sample management, and DNA extraction and  
amplification workflows.	

HLA Data Systems mTilda LIMS 
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Initially, the patient information is entered in the Patient Registration Module of the software, followed by the 
order of the corresponding HLA tests to be performed; in this case NGS Class I and II tests. 	
Once the NGS test is performed, the JSON format results that were exported from HLA Twin, are uploaded in 
the mTilda software. The NGS typing import routines are customized to parse per locus and allele pair, P/G 
group classification, IMGT/HLA DB version and quality metrics. Patient results reporting was configured to 
display NGS typing results with 2-field precision (Patient Phenotype Management).	

mTilda LIMS Workflow Summary 


